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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?
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	Text1: For the last 10 years I have worked as a Training Manager for a multinational company where my responsibility is to teach leadership and branding. It is literally my job to teach those in leadership how to leverage data, tools and the proper team to get dynamic results. It is my desire to bring a more professional voice to the City Council. I did not build my career in positions paid for by tax payers. As an employee in a corporate structure I was held to a different level of accountability around ideas like transparency and productivity. I have managed a multimillion dollar budget, driven trackable metrics through the programs that I've written and inspired my teams to produce greatness. I know that there is the ability to do the same on the City Council.

In addition to my corporate experience I have served my community over the past five years in the capacity of Community President of Westview and Neighborhood Planning Unit T Chairman. In these roles I volunteered to steer policy at the community level. In SW Atlanta I created programs that repaired the homes of seniors to prevent predatory investors from using the code enforcement process to displace them. Under my leadership we created the 1st community-led COVID -19 testing and vaccine centers. I led the community to partner with Morehouse College, Spelman College, Clark Atlanta University, Morehouse School of Medicine, Emory University, GA State University and  Atlanta Technical College on community initiatives. I advocated for the advancement of our kids, partnering with local businesses to create internship programs to allow them real world experience in diverse fields. Even my opponent when she honored the work of the community before the City Council stated, “Jason does the work”.  

I am running for Atlanta City Council District 10 because Atlanta needs more proactive problem solvers on the City Council. The challenges that face our city like crumbling roads, rising crime, gaps in equity, and displacement can all be traced to the same central issue. Our leaders are more committed to reacting to our challenges than they are to preventing them in the first place. 

As a neighborhood president and NPU Chairman I've worked to protect legacy neighbors and institutions from displacement,  supported the growth of locally owned businesses, and pushed for smarter development that favors communities and not developers. 

I believe that solutions should not stop at the border of neighborhoods. Your zip code or neighborhood income should not determine how responsive city hall is to you. 

I am proud to have the support of:

~Kiyomi Rollins and Mark Eschoe - Mark and Kiyomi at owners of The Kenekt in Westview. It is important that I have their support because in 2019 their business "The Good Hair Shop" was displaced in our business corridor in an act of gentrification. Instead of retreating they purposfully located a building on the south side of the same corridor where they were displaced and worked to create aspace not just for their business but other vernerable black businesses. This spring they launched the Kenekt Coorperative where they will share the space with and mentor eight black owned businesses in an act of cooperative economics.

~Dr. Willie Clyde, Pastor of Pathway Christian Church. Dr Clyde is the manifestation of a servant leader. His congregation collaborated with the community to feed the homeless weekly. He also opened the doors of his facility to host, free of charge, yearly camps during for community children in the summer and winter breaks. He was also instrumental in hosting the Covid testing and Vaccine sites hosted by Westview under my leadership. 

~Emma Jean Davis - Ms. Emma Jean is a senior who championed voting rights in our community. She was not able to vote when she turned 18 because of Jim Crow Laws. When several SW Atlanta voting precints experienced hours long lines in 2019 and 2020 I established the "Westview Votes" Initiative to increase voter literacy and turnout. Ms. Emma Jean served as a block captain, knocking on her neighbors doors even in a pandemic to encourage them to vote. 

~Cynthia Crawford, Last September as the remnants of Tropical Storm Sally slammed Atlanta a lage tree split in two on Linda Way destroying the home of Ms. Cynthia. In the disaster her ownly son Gerald was killed. I did not know Ms. Cynthia before the tragedy, when I arrived on the scene was that she and others has called the city about how dangerous the tree was and received no response. Her support is important to me because her story shows how lives can be shattered when the city fails to act. I led the community to raise $10,000 for the Crawford family to help them with expenses in less than 72 hours. This coming September on the anniversary of Gerald's death the Crawdorf Family will launch the Gerald Crawford Foundation and I have been honored to be selected as a keynote speaker. 
	Text4: We must first begin with fixing the underlying trust issue with citizens in the transparency of their City Government.  I will push for greater accountability in city spending including increased funding for the auditors office and more accountability for the open checkbook site. This will allow citizens to see how their tax dollars are spent and create accountability to improving areas that they believe are important.

For the business community I support streamlining the permitting process to reduce bureaucratic red tape. I would insist that streamlining not overrule the basic principle of public input. We must also conduct a full audit of city services to identify areas of redundant overlap and to ensure that departments are properly staffed. 

As a corporate trainer we must also invest in the skillset of the city workforce, especially in the area of customer service. At the end of the day the tax payers are customers of the city and we should provide tools for city workers to meet needs in an efficient and friendly manner.

The city must also focus on some quick wins to show movement on issues that eroded public trust. Investment in kitchen table issues like sidewalks and ensuring proper waste pick-up will go a long way.

Finally we must make a commitment as a city to upgrade the technology infrastructure to allow for more online transactions. This would also allow for more automation. 

	Text5: I am vehemently against the Buckhead Cityhood Movement. The creation a Buckhead City would devestate the ability of Atlanta to provide vital services due to the loss of tax revenue. While I am against splitting Atlanta I do aknowledge that the anxiety that is driving the cityhood movement come from legitimate concerns.

I believe that mu proposals, particularly around public safety listed above will help to quell the cityhood movement. Atlanta must have a comprehensive plan that addresses the root causes of crime. We must also realize that the factors that are drving the cityhood movement are present in communities across Atlanta. We must advocate around issues the same no matter where they arise.
	Text6: In Atlanta our leaders have not been good stewards of tax dollars. The innefficiency of our City Governemnt has created expensive redundant processes and have create immense cost overruns in city projects. Before we create new funding streams we must restore citizen confidence by focusing on transparency and accountability.

In order to solve the immense backlogs in city services such as the the billion dollar sidewalk backlog we will have to leverage new funding streams. We should first work with state and federal partners to gain access to grant money and matching funds for initiatives. Once that effort has been exhausted we whould return to the citizens with detail plans and parameters to fund specific initiatives through increased revenue such as new impact fees or and additional TSPLOT.

These steps should be evaulated by the data, what will be raised, how many projects will be funded through the money, how do we ensure the money goes there, insight into the procurement process if applicable and accountability on the back end to ensure that projects were completed. 
	Text7: Four years ago citizens were promised an innovative open checkbook for the city. This promise has been proken as it was far from comprehensive and is not kept up to date. I would recommit to placing city transactions on the public site for all to see. I would also limit the ability of city departments to use "other and miscellaneous" line items. 

I will also sponsor legilation making the expenditures from Council Office budgets 100% public. Until passed I will place my office budget and expenditures on the District 10 Council Page. 

The Council should also commit to making the Council website easier to navigate so that the average Atlantan can see how their members of council vote on legislation. 

Also the I would commit to legislation that reestablished a full ethis board for the city. The move to a single point of contact ethics person gives the mayor and council too much influence in ethics matters. I will also push for tighter ethical controls and clauses for all members of the cabinet.  



	Text8: The city of Atlanta must take a more active stance in enacting reform. Too many decisions are ceded to entities like the Atlanta Police Foundation that are not accountable to the taxpayers and held to different levels of transparency.  

Chief Bryant and Former Chief Shields have been on record stating that Atlanta's Police Zones are too large and create a structure that leads to our larger public safety goals. As Councilman I would push an effort to study and implement structrual changes that increase the police zones based on the 2021 Census Data. 

As a city we should also study and implement changes to the scope of APD. I support removing from police responsibility areas like traffic enforcement. We have seen success with this direction as PAD has been implemented city wide. We should ensure that this program is fully funded to be open 24/7.

We must also look at tools like reforms to police training and use of force policies. As a professional trainer I know that when an organization fails to test employees in realm life scenarios present in the scope of work it will lead to failures. 

We must have an honest partnership between police, community leaders, the business community and city leaders. City leaders should set the priorities and leverage partners in the key areas to produce stratagies to make it happen. 
	Text9: There is anopportunity to make diversion and policing alternatives a pillar of our public safety strategy. The PAD program was built after studying 3.5 years of 911 calls a creating a program to matched the data seen in the prvious period. I believe that this data based approach is key to ensure that we are targeting the right areas for diversion. Evaluation should happen through the ability of the program to facilitate a redction in repeate offenders in the same category. Currently the diversion strategies are funded via allocation in the city budget. The current funding level falls well below the requested budget for the program. I proposed fully funding and evaluating 
	Text10: As a city we shoulr reevaluate our relationship with Invest Atlanta. There must be a critical eye focused on the structure and types of deals made through the authority and honestly evaluate if its direction leads to the stated economic goals og the city. 

There is data to support that large scalke tax giveaways do not spru longeterm economic growth an development. As a city we should instead focus on stabilizing and supporting small locally owned businesses, especially those owned by demographic groups normally locked out of formal capital and loan programs. Direct investment will have an immediate impact on community stabalization and will foster longterm growth. 

We must also look at entities such as the Metro Atlanta Land Bank Authority, of which I am a former board member, to create partnerships the lead to ownership among businesses. 


	Text11: This is an area where Atlanta should lead. There in an opportunity for the city to create a national model to deal with our own historic wealth gap while simultaneously leading a national conversation on solutions. The data is clear that in order to deal with the racial wealth gap there must be intential action put against ownership in minority communities. Partnering with groups like Atlanta Wealth Building Initiative & Atlanta Land Trust to look at long-term wealth building  such as employee ownership, higher wages, long-term affordable ownership will be key to leveraging subject matter experts. 

As a city we must also focus on equity be working to erase the legacy of issues like redlining, housing segregation and access to banking that widened the gap between white families and families of color across the country.
	Text13: There are two issues that could derail any economic recovery. The first is the loomming eviction crisis. As Councilman I would work with housing agencies and non profits to create emergency action to streamline housing assistance programs. Without this action families will be rapidly displaced and have their credit negatively impacted reducing access to future housing. This will have a domino effect in the ability of those impacted to gain access to education loads, and even business start up funds. For those who have already been impacted the city should should create partnerships to provide credit counseling. 

The second issue is repaing the damager inflicted on the hospitality and convention industry by the pandemic. The city should lobby state and federal partners to provide direct aid to cities who have large parts of their economy built on the hospitality, convention and event industry.

Small businesses will also continue to suffer and the pandemic recovery lags. We know the number of black and brown businesses who received access to PPP Assistance was limited and unacceptable across the country. We need immediate action to stabalize small businesses and a long-term plan to ensure that all small businesses across the city have relationships with entrepreneur support groups that can help them grow, improve credit/paperwork, and be ready for the next emergency.

The city should also create a small business emergency support fund now to provide grants and 0% loans or convertible equity investments to ensure businesses that experience future emergencies (fires, floods, ect) have a resource to stay in business. 

	Text14: Atlanta has simply failed on the affordable housing question. As councilman I would push innovative solutions to change how we calculate affordability. Currently the city uses the federal Area Medium Income (AMI) formula to calculate what is affordable. This formula takes into account the richest communities in Atlanta when calculating affordability. I will push for a targeted formula that is localized to zip code or council district and based on average salary to calculate affordability for city supported developments. The medium household income in the 10th District is $31,655 which means most residents are locked out of “affordable” housing set by AMI medium household income above $80,000.

We should also prioritize and incentivize developing vacant city land and parking lots near transit hubs for affordable housing. In these developments we should legislate that developers not be allowed to opt out or pay penalties to work around their commitment to building affordable units. 
I also support expanding inclusionary zoning in Atlanta. This would increase the types of housing including basement apartments, accessory dwelling units and neighborhood apartment buildings. The current zoning code pushes either exclusive single family zoning or large apartment buildings. By focusing on“middle"  zoning we will increase the diversity of housing options and increase affordability.

The barries to affordable housing is that city leaders have a belief that growth and affordability are mutually exclusive. We have failed to respond to our own data about affordable housing stock needs. 
	Text15: We should reform neighborhood stabilization and improvement programs to streamline aid to neighborhoods who are seeing a high rate of displacement due to rising prices, taxes, ect. In Westview I created the "This Old House Program" as a partnership between the community, local businesses and developers building in the neighborhood to repair the homes of seniors who had code enforcement violations. 

We should also leverage land bank authorities and community land trusts to return vacant and abandoned properties to useful and affordable use. 

As Councilman I would also reform the code enforcement process, reducing the ability of investors to log complaints in communities. 
	Text16: We should completely rebaseline the more MARTA program. Focusing on the mitigating the city high injury network. Projects should be prioritized based on city data on crashes, injuries and deaths. There should also be more transparency about the bidding processs and the city should leverage scale by bundling projects in the procurement process where state law allows. 

Candidate for the MARTA Board should be vetted through a public job interview process. Appointment should be based on skillset and not connection within city government. 
	Text17: We must begin with prioritizing the backlogs that put the city out of compliance with federal laws such as the ADA. As Councilman it would be my priority to identify funding sources, first grants federal aid then through fees and taxes. The infrastructure backlog that we see like streets, bridges and sidewalks are the tip of the iceberg compared to the infrastucture of pipes and water retention under our streets. 

I would encourage a full audit to put a price tag to all of the needed improvements. In many cases the city is working on outdated data that does not reflect the current state of our infrastructure needs. 

The city must also commit to engineering out projects in advance so that they are shovel ready when funding, especially from the federal government, comes available.
	Text18: Scientists are clear that climate change is real and it will have an immense impact on cities like Atlanta. We know this from mutliple extreme weater events from a historic droughts to multiple 500 year floods in the past few years. Atlanta must become a leader on sustainment if we want to be an economic leader.

I would focus immediately on shifting the city fleet to clean energy vehicles. We should also strengthen requirements on green infrastructure and use of renewable resources in the city core. 

The city program that provided home weatherization resources for lower income families was a tangible program that was very successful at the community neighborhood level.
	Text2: TransportationIn Atlanta 8% of our roads account for 88% of the traffic fatalities on our city streets. When we look at the 5 most dangerous streets in Atlanta 4 of them: Martin Luther King Jr Drive, Cascade Road SW, Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard and Donald Lee Hallowell Parkway run through Westside communities. 1 in 10 Bus routes in our neighborhoods do not have proper benches and shelters. And we know from multiple tragedies that Biking along our streets can literally be a life or death endeavor.Our communities have demanded more accountability for speed enforcement, rallied for crosswalks, sidewalks and traffic calming devices and even stood alongside our children from Tuskegee Airman Academy who created to #RespectCascade movement to push elected officials to act.It doesn’t matter is you drive a car, bike, walk, take the bus or the train every citizen of Atlanta deserves a safe and dignified transportation experience. Proposals: Reprioritize Renew Atlanta Program based on high injury network data and post covid travel information. Invest in different types of transportation infrastructure including rail, bike, BRT, bus stop infrastructure and heavy rail. Implement city wide sidewalk plan prioritizing high injury networks and critical pedestrian pathways. Prioritize“beacon”crosswalks around APD Schools. Work with federal partners to seek resources to reconnect neighborhoods dissected by I-20 and I-285.Public SafetyThe conversation about public safety in Atlanta has devolved to the point where it would be worthy of an elementary school sandbox. Our leaders have forgotten that the public safety conversation should center around the people of Atlanta and not just stats and talking points. In order to solve our public safety issues we need leaders who will not cower from the hard conversations. It is a false choice to say that we must choose between safe communities and accountability in our public safety institutions. I believe that ultimately crime is a symptom. It is a symptom the follows systemic economic oppression. It’s a symptom that shows itself in communities where pitfalls are more plentiful than opportunities. It is a symptom of streets filled with blighted properties. If we were really committed to solving crime in Atlanta we would invest to eliminate the factors that breed crime in the first place . We have to move beyond treating the symptoms and start dealing with the root of the problem. Cedric Alexander, former Dekalb County Public Safety Director:“The crime spike we are experiencing is a consequence of long standing past policies and practices in the City of Atlanta. The City of Atlanta needs new leadership that is experienced, forward leaning and thoughtful while addressing 21st century ideas and solutions.” Proposals: Study and implement and increase in the number of police zones, reducing coverage area from the current structure.  Create a public safety partnership with APS to create a pipeline for police, fire and code enforcement.  Fully fund Pre arrest diversion programs expanding them to 24/7. Strengthen enforcement of licensing violations and fire code violations. Fully fund code enforcement, increasing the number of officers and funding weekend and night shifts. Housing and DevelopmentIt is time to change our mindset when it comes to housing and development. Rising Property taxes, unrealistic formulas to calculate affordability and policy that favors developers over communities is creating a perfect storm that threatens to push hardworking families out of our city. We should expand inclusionary zoning in Atlanta and push to create realistic standards for affordability to bridge the divide between metrics like AMI and  the average salary for our city.Proposals: Using the applicable master plans as a guide I will propose a MLK Drive development plan to make the corridor a national model for black entrepreneurship in the United States. Increase inclusionary zoning in Atlanta. Prioritize city owned property for affordable housing projects. Increase accountability for community plans adopted by the city (masterplans, ect.).  Make concreate commitments to the city design plan.  Enforce negotiated community benefits agreements.  Strengthen the authority of the NPU System, reforming the ability of City Boards to ignore NPU votes. For city development projects study reducing the use of AMI as an affordability metric, potentially create community specific AMI to set affordability standards
	Text 3: I am a data driven leader who seeks to create metrics for any expected results. This allows us to measure success in tangible ways and benchmark success or failure against future goals. My team in my corporate role will say that they hear the phase "numbers do not lie" multiple times a day. It is not that I believe any data is absolute, my expectation in leadership is that my team be able to justify their actions or present results in context. Without a data driven approach we reduce our ability to replicate success even when it does occur. 

This is ultimately how I motivate my teams. It has been part of my strategy as a corporate and community leader. When we give people a goal to work towards and set benchmarks to allow them to measure their progress we get better results. In addition to esuring metrics are in place as a leader it is important to express care for the team that is working toward the results. When people feel valued they will add value. 

As a leader I am not afraid to make the hard decisions and take tough stances. When we have exhausted the process and ensured all voices have been heard there is a moment where leaders should call for us to move forward. There are issues where City Leaders have kicked the can down the road for years, under my leadership we will take steps to go forward.


